
Discernment





Classic consolation 

. . . and desolation









Application

What gives you life?  

Fine tuning and the examen  



The Examen (Review)



Vocation is where your own 
deep gladness meets the 

world’s deep need

(Frederick Buechner)









Painful consolation

Option A or B  





A  = to challenge an injustice at work
B  = to improve things in a quieter way from 

the inside
You pray about it.  You spend time with 

Jesus.  You lean towards A.









Complication.  You feel anxious and afraid 
around A

You know you want option A because it’s 
where Christ is for you.  You want to be 
where he is. 

There is a sense of rightness about it.  A 
peace beneath the stormy feelings of fear 
and anxiety.  

We call it painful consolation







False consolation

yes out of over the top enthusiasm
yes to avoid guilt
yes to bolster self image
yes because of ego





False consolation

yes because I’m pelagian
yes because of addiction to being busy
yes because of City Life Yes Culture?





Not more but magis



‘We ask to know the will of God 
without guessing that God’s will is 

written into our very beings’

Elizabeth O’Connor















Interesting Questions:

What fills me with good pride?  Where do I 
feel least pride?

What has been most (and least) life-giving?
For what do I feel most (and least) thankful?
Where have I loved most (and least) today?
When did I feel most (and least) my true self 

today?



A worked example:

Steve the teacher does his examen at half 
term . . .



For what do I feel most thankful?

Hockey Matches
Star Trek Assemblies
Sixth Form Retreat
Running the Football Team

. . . All the extra-curricular activities



For what do I feel least thankful?

Most of the teaching
Admin



Where do I feel God is drawing me 
to more abundant life?

Don’t apply for any management jobs

Continue with the extra-curricular

Go part time so as to do more of this

And eventually . . . 





. . . become a chaplain
(doing more of what I love to do)



Another example

As a chaplain I used to work hard, and 
sometimes too hard.  

I thought I was really doing a lot for Christ 
and I felt good about this.

Sometimes it badly affected my 
relationships, my work, my peace of mind.

The desire to overwork was not God’s desire 
though it took a while to realise this.











Destructive suggestions can come to us disguised as 
helpful, ‘dressed as an angel of light’ (2 Cor 11:14)

How would you have tempted 
Mother Teresa if you were the 
little devil assigned to her?

How would you tempt yourself?





For people of good will, the 
inspirations that are not of God 
are like water dropping noisily, 
sharply, disturbingly on a rock. 

The inspirations that come from 
God are like a drop of water 
entering gently, lightly, sweetly 
into a receptive sponge. 



The Good Spirit brings LIFE
The bad spirit deals death

Note that: The way to life may be    
pleasant or painful.  Something about 
it will always have the mark of the 
God of life.



Of Gods and Men

How do they make their decision?
Prayerfully
With lots of wrestling
Discussing
Weighing arguments for and against
Noticing inner movements



Shawshank










